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CRF
Hidden

River

Newsletter

Cave

Mike Yocum
During the summer CRF began asslsllng the
ACCA (American Cave Conservation Association)
with the survey of Hidden River Cave in Horse Cave,
Kentucky. The July expedition saw four CRF crews
add a half mile of new survey and several hundred
feet of detailed resurvey.
One party completed mapping the new Echo
Road route from the north side of Sunset Dome to Ule
Schoolhouse Maze. This shortcut provides a welcome
bypass to Bluegrass Hall, the 400+ ft of mostly mud
crawling that was the only way to reach the down-

Tomislav's
Run

Fractal River

stream section of the cave until the reccnt discovery.

Another party surveyed a walking tube tllat connects
Schoolhouse Maze to Echo Road.
In support of the ACCA's effort to obtain a very
accurate map of the historic section of the cave, a
detailed resurvey was run for 1750 fl. from tile first

Sunset
Dome -

viewing platform at the entrance (0 a station in
Thomas Hall. [In the entrance passage, iI was

a toss-up who would be Ule first to reach the

Thomas Hall

old dam, the survey crew or a construction
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gang extending the tourist boardwalk -eds].
With Ulis survey completed, only a couple of
hundred feet remained to be done before
reaching Sunset Dome [the largest room in Ule
cave, an impressive 200 ft. in diameter] which
has already been resurveyed
and resketched in detail.
Anotller crew returned to
the D Survey, an upstream
walking passage with abundam leads that many cavers
have ignored. They picked up
a 5 ft. high, 10 ft. wide lead
and surveyed over 700 ft.
Their find of a whiskey bollle,
presnmably the debris of baekflooding, led to the christening
of Ule D Survey as Whiskey
Way. Cave fish and crayfish
were abundant in tI,is passage.
Continued p. 6...
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Address Changes:
Please send all address changes 10
Richard Zapf. 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow Springs, 011
45387. Tel: 513-767-9222 (before to pm eastern). Also, if
you have an E-Mail Address, please send it to Richard.
Typists needed for 1\1ammoth Cave trip reports:
For about tcn years CRF has attempted to use computers to
store, organize, and access Mammoth Cave trip reports.
Today, most reports arc typed directly into a database and
we are making slow progress in entering old reports. starting
from CRF's birth. If you have access to a computer, your
help will speed the process, while at the same lime, you
can enjoy some of the history of the exploration of the
longest cave. Just contact Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue,
Yellow Springs. 01145387-1628.
Tel: 513-767-9222 (before
to pm eastern).
Wanted:
Hamilton
Valley
Project
leaders.
Would
you like to take on a project at our Hamilton Valley site?
We have a number of projects, large and small, that need
to get done. They arc projects that almost anybody can do.
Let me know if you are interested, and I will give details
and help you get started. Roger McClure. 513-233-3561.
Deadline
for next issue is January
1, 1995. Please
make sure your submissions for the next issue reach us by
the above date. SHIMS

More Progress

in Hamilton

Valley

Roger McClure
Exciting lhings continue to happen on lhe CRF
property at Hamilton Valley. Our nearly 200 acres is
looking great this Fall. The view from Ule building
site, looking a mile down the valley, is a sight to
behold. The leaves are in full color and it is pictureperfect. I only wish everyone of you could be Ulere
to enjoy lhe view.

We have had some hay cut, and a bit of bushhogging has been done in addition to several work
parties doing fix-up work. Phil DiDlasi, Jan Hemberger and olhers moved our old bunk beds from lhe
Sides' barn to the CRF barn. Sheila Sands, Todd
Cramer, and I spent a weekend working on lhe inside
of the tenant house. We patched the many holes in
Ule walls and ceiling and painted the Door, ceilings,
and lhe walls. We also moved a number of propane
bottles from the Sides' barn to our barn and mowed
around lhe tenant house. During lhe October expedilinn, Stan and Kay Sides moved two sets of bunk
beds lhey had been using in Uteir cabin over to Ute
tenant house. After the expedition, many of Ute Ohio
gang (Cheryl Early, Dick Maxcy, Davc Hanson,
Joyce Hoffmaster and [) stayed an extra day and put
new tar paper and siding (donated by Stan and Kay)
on two sides of lhe house. The house is getting to be
a nice place to stay-give
it a try.
Hunting season is gelling
Our property is leased out for
Be careful if you are on
November 12-16, Ute modcrn

underway in Kentucky.
deer and turkey hunting.
the property
between
gun hunting dalcs.

We now have a onc-Ianc gravel road to the building site. The earth-work was made wide enough to
extend lhe road to two lanes should we want to at
some time in the future. Some finish work and seeding is still required on lhe road, but that will be
accomplished Ulis Fall.
Building
Fund
Update:
Thanks
to you, the
building fund continues to grow. The donations to
dale tO~11approximately
$240,000, with a further
$90,000 pledged. The following have contrihuted
since the last News/eller. Thanks to each and every
one of you:
Cigna Arrigo, Doug Baker, Chris Beck, Don
Dlack, Stephen Collins, Russel Conner,
George Deike, Veda DePaepe, Jeffrey Farr,
Donald Finkel, Harry Grover, Chris Groves, Russ
& Jeanne Gurnee, Neil & Terri Hrunmond,
John Holsinger, Joseph KaD, Mike Lawrence,
Candy Leek, Roger McClure, Mikc Nardacel,
Mike Newsome, Bob Osburn, Larry Pursell, Bob
Salika, Jim Sherrell, Jonathan Smilh, Richard &
Patty Jo Watson, KaUlleen Womack, Michael
Zawada.
If you have not alrcady given, we ask Ulat you
please make a contribution.
Our goal is to have
100% participation. To date we have received contributions from 137 people. If you have already givcn
but can make an additional contribution, that would
be great. Many folks are unable to make a large contribution, but are giving a number of smaller contributions over time. Send contributions and pledges to:
Cave Research Foundation, Roger McClure, 4700
Amberwood Drive, Dayton, 01145424.
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Chris

Beimdiek,

1976-1994

It was with deep regret that Missouri cavers
learned of the accidental death of Chris !leimdiek
(aka Cone) on October 7. Chris had been heavily
involved with CRF operations for a few years, staning at age 15. He participated in the survey of some
of the most extensive and imponant caves in southern Missouri, and was especially involved in the
study of caves in the proposed lead-mining areas of
the Mark Twain National Forest. As a local resident
of the area, he was a much valued voice of opposition to mineral prospecting in the fragile karst system
of the Ozarks, and his exuberant love of caves led
him to share with his peers those skills needed for
safe and conservative caving. A Memorial Service
for Chris was held on October 16th on the banks of
the Eleven-Point River; in his honor, a resurvey of
nearby !loze Mill Cave, where Chris had walked and
crawled in days past, was initiated that date and a
section will be named in his honor.

Rutgers University, Bnsch Campus, Piscataway, NJ
08855-1179 ($1,000).
This research includes a comprehensive regional
sludy to betler undersland the relative importance of
geological conlrols on karst development within the
Great Valley of Pennsylvania. Of special interest is a
study 10 determine if a correlation of purity of limestone and degree of karstification found in a preliminary study of Cumberland County holds true for Ule
remainder of the Great Valley. A computer-based GIS
approach is proposed, using a dat.1base compiled by
the State of Pennsylvania.
2. Evidence Jor Pleistocene climfltic change in the Barrack Zourie cave system, Schoharie County, New
York, Mr. Kevin A Dumont, Department of Geosciences, Mississippi Slate University, Mississippi
Slale, MS 39762 ($1,000).
Mr. Dumont's research focuses on a cave system

in east-central New York, where Ule effects of Pleistocene glaciation

are recorded in t..hesedimenLs, the

depositional history of speleothems,

CRF Fellowships

and Grants 1994

Each academic year, the Cave Research Foundation sponsors a Karst Fellowship competition supponed by Ule CRF Endowment Fund. The Foundation
may award as much as 56,000 distributed among one
or more Karst Research Fellowships and one or more
Grants for graduate research in karst-related fields.
The truly exceptional proposal may receive a Fellowship (limit $3,500); other meritorious proposals
may receive

one or morc Grants, in amounts less

than 52,000. Proposals are screened by a committee
of scientists, some of whom may also serve on the

CRF Science Committee and some of whom may not
be affiliated with the Foundation. The judges seek
promising or innovative topics, supported by
evidence that the student has command of the literature and of the meUlOdology. Proposals are jndged on
the basis of relevance and timeliness, technical qual-

ity, and nse of resources.
The program cycles in phase with the academic
year. [n September, an annonncement of Ule competition is mailed to graduale deparunents nationwide.
The deadline for receipt of the proposal and supporling documents is January 31. Awards are made between mid-April and laIC May, depending upon the
efficiency of the reviewers and the Chairman of the
Science Committee.

•••
In 1994, CRF received ten proposals. Of these,
six were awarded grants. A total of $5,500 was distributed among the following proposals:
I. Structural and lithological controls on karstijicarion
in the Grear Valley oj Pennsylvania, Mr. Rolf V.
Ackermann, Department of Geological Sciences,

and tile genesis

and development of the passages. The sludy includes
survey, dye-tracing, sedimentology, the paleomagnetic signature of cave sediments, and V-series dat-

ing of speleoUlems. Of special illlerest is an attempt
to delennine what differences may characterize the
cave system during glacial periods as opposed 10
interglacial periods.
3. Paleontology and age oj cave sediments, Isla de
Mona, Puerto Rico, Mr. Edward Forresl Frank,
Dcparunelll of Geology and Geophysics, Universily
of Minnesot.1, Minneapolis, MN 55455 ($1,000).
Mr. Frank will study the sequencing and timing
of principal periods of speleogcnesis
on Isla de
Mona, including their relation to periods of tectonic

uplift and sea level fluctuations. The setting offers attractive opportunilies 10 conduct sampling for vertebrate remains among datable ph os ph ale and
speleothem deposits.
4. The evolution oj cuticular waterproofing I/Iechanisms
during adaptive shifts oj endemic Hawaiian crickets
(Caconemobius) into physically extreme habitats,
Mr. Eamonn P. O'Toole, Deparunent of Zoology,
University of Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu,

Hawaii

96822 (S1,000).
Mr. O'Toole seeks insight into one of the basic
questions in evolutionary biology: what is tlle relative
importance of natural selection versus random pro-

cesses in generating Ule observed pattern of evolulion? In Hawaii, drastically different environments
occur in close proximity; new extreme habitats are
created continuously through volcanism and erosion.

Environmenls inhabited by the Caconemobius crickel
genus range from wet to dry. Rates of water loss and
lipid composilion of Ule crickels' epicuticle are key
paramelers 10 be sludied.
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Strong correlations between epicuticular compositions, environmental
conditions,
and water loss
rates will be considered evidence of natural selection
by parallel adaptation for maintenance of cuticular
permeability at specific levels. General but weak correlations among tlJese factors will be interpreted as
evidence supporting regressive evolution owing to
reduced selection for metabolic requirements. Weak
correlations among water loss, lipid composition, and
habitat, coupled witlJ a strong correlation between
lipid composition and time since cave inhabitation,
will be interpreted as evidence of neutral regressive
evolution.

5. Analysis of the ecology and biodiversity of a potentially chemoautotrophic anchialine cave, Mr. John
W. Pohlman, Department of Oceanography,
Texas
A&M University at Galveston,
P. O. Box 1675,
Galveston, TX 77553-1675 ($1,000).
This research tests tlJe hypotlJesis tlJat the biota
of Maya Blue Cenote, an anchialine cave near tlJe
Caribbean coast of tlJe Yucatan Peninsula, produce
organic matter using chemoautotrophic
processes. Il
should be possible, using C13 and NJ5 stable isotopic

JVs Prominent

in 1994 NSS Awards

At tlJe 1994 NSS National Convention in Brackettville, TX, a number of CRF JVs were recipients of
Awards. Most prestigious
was Dr. Nicholas
C.
Crawford,
recipient of the Honorary Membership
Award, given in recognition of superior contributions
to speleology.
Amongst many contributions,
Dr.
Crawford was recognized for his "continuing practical research on water supply, pollution control, and
toxic waste management" and the consequent influence on environmental policy at local, state and federal levels. He is well-known to many for his development of the Western
Kentucky
University's
summer courses at Mammotb Cave. Dr. Crawford was
also awarded a Certificate of Merit.
AJso receiving a Certificate of Merit was J oh n
SuUer, "in recognition of his work developing and
operating the Caver's Mailing List". Cavene!'s value
was demonstrated
when the Bureau of Land Management received hundreds of letters commenting on
tlJe proposed gas drilling ncar Lechuguilla Cave.
Recipients of Fellow Awards included: Tom Kane,
John
McLean,
Rick
Olson,
and Jan e t
Sowers.
From tlJe National Caves Association, tlJe Best
Paper on a Show Cave was awarded to Bill VeU
and Pal Jahlonsky
for thcir Implications of Lint

in Slww Caves.
In tlJe Cartographic Salon, Pal Kambesis was
Medal Winner for her map of Wu Dong (China), an
outcome of a CRF expedition. CRF is especially
proud of Pat's receiving this highest recognition.

analyses, in conjunction with tlJe chemistry of tlJe
water, sediments, and biota, to identify tlJe source of
tlJe organic material and trace its transfer tlJrough tlJe
food web.

6. Paleoenvironments of the extinct Megalonyx jeffersonii, Northwest Alabama, Ms. Marla Jo Spry, Qnaternary Studies Program, NortlJern Arizona
sity, Flagstaff, AZ 86001-5644 ($500).

Univer-

Ms. Spry's research builds on a preliminary site
stndy and chronology developed by otlJers. She will
intensively examine a middle Pleistocene fauna from
nortlJwestern Alabama, in order to characterize tlJe
local environment in which the ground sloth lived
172,000 years ago, describe tlJe associated microvertebrate community,
conduct a pollen analysis of
associated clay layers, and try to establish an upper
limit for tlJe age of tlJe deposits.

•••
The Science Committee and the Board of Directors of CRF congratulate each recipient and wish
each of them a speedy and successful quest in pursuit
of tlJeir outstanding karst-related research.

Honorable Mentions went to Pal Kambesis
(for
Langford Pit, Alabama), Carol Vesley (for Blue
Creek Cave, Belize), and Don Coons and Carol
Vesely (for Pele's Abyss, Hawaii). A Merit Award
went to Carol
Vesely
(for Cueva Amontilado,
Mexico).
In tlJe Photo Salon color print category, green
ribhons went to Dave Bunnell
and
Richard
Walk. In the Slide Salon, green ribbons were
awarded to Dave Hunnell
and Djuna
Bewley,
Peter and Ann Bosted,
Dave Hunnell,
and
John
Langevin.
All tlJe awards winners are commended for tlJeir
contributions
and outstanding efforts. You are an
inspiration for us all.

Hamilton

Valley-A

Historic

Perspective

Roger McClure, Mel Park, Red Watson
The Hamilton Valley Project is an endeavor undertaken by the Cave Research Foundation to accomplish Ule following goals:
I) Establish a nation headquarters

for CRF

2) Provide a base for CRF-East Operations.
3) Build a field research station for cave science.
Historical
lIackground:
CRF was incorporated
in 1957 by a group whose interest and involvement in
tlJe Central Kentucky Karst went back to tlJe 19305.
A prime mover was Dr. E. R. Pohl, a well-known
karst geologist who had worked for tlJe National Park

•
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Service at Mammoth Cave and who managed M,unmoth Onyx Cave outside the town of Horse Cave. In
1957, Phil Smith, in consnltation with Dr. Pohl and
others, spearheaded the incorporation of CRF. As
Phil says in his preface to Cave Research Foundation: Origins and the First Twelve Years, 1957-1968,
•.It was quite obvious that some new institutional
organizational arrangement was needed to provide a
long-term base for tbe exploration and scientific investigations that would be required if these caves
were to be understood. What was needed was a
framework for organizing exploration and explorers to
support scientific research. in contrast to the broader
and generally sport-oriented scope of the National
Speleological
Society. We needed an institutional
format with which to work with universities and
individual scientists to provide scientists support they
could not obtain otherwise, to deal with agencies of
the U.S. government responsible for much of the
Kentucky cave region. to establish relationships with
private cave owners. and to sustain and coordinate
this work over many years".

In the articlcs of incorporation dated 27 Jnly
1957, Article"
eonstitutes the goals of Ihe new
Foundation:
I) To explore and study scientifically,
for the
enrichment of human knowledge and the advancement
of science. the extensive cave systems of the world
and in particular. the cave regions of Kentucky.
2) To encourage and assist in the preservation of
caves and related geomorphological phcnomena and
wilderness areas. and to promote the conservation of
such areas for future study, research. and recreation.
3) To collect and aid in a manner compatible with
the other purposes of the corporation the dissemination
of technical
data.
information.
history,
and
educational
material concerning cavcs and their
physical. biological. ecological, and anthropological
environment.
4) To collect and solicit funds to enable
corporation to carry out the above purposes.

the

Dennis

Drum,

Dave

Deamer,

people

who

were

doing

interesting

things.

Never

mind what. Real doers could contribute to CRF.
Most of Ulesc people were not previously cavcrs.
John Wilcox

was not interested

in caves,

but when

Joe Davidson showed him Ule Flint Ridge System, it
attracted John's

interest

and he pushed

ule cartogra-

phy program throngh the connection to Mmumoth
Cave.
In 1957, CRF operatcd out of a small hut inside
MCNP on the Crystal Cave property managed by
Bill and Jacqne Austin. Aftcr Ule NPS bought the
property in 1960, CRF-East continued to operate
from Ihis Flint Ridge base until 1991 when CRF
operations moved 10 Maple Springs, still inside
MCNP.
In 1973, work in the Carlsbad and Gaudalupe
areas was includcd. Then CRF-West cxpandcd to
Sequoia/King's
Canyon National
Park, California;
Buffalo
National
River,
Arkansas;
Mark Twain
National Forest, Ozark National
Scenic Riverways,

and Department of Conservation lands in Missouri:
and Lava Beds National Monument, California. CRF
also fielded speleological expeditions to Costa Rica
and China.

To fulfill these goals, CRr recruited scientists.
During the first 25 years or so, this prognun nelled
Tom Barr, Bill Bishop, John Bridge, Rogcr Brucker,
Denver Bnms, Will and Pat Crowther, David Culver,
Joe Davidson,

years in the NSF, the Polar Programs, the President's
Advisory Office, and the NAS/NRC. Bill Bishop,
Denver Burns, Dave Culver, Garry Eller, Ralph
Ewers, Jack Freeman, Jack Hess, Kathy LaVoie,
Jerry Lewis, Tom Poulson, Jim Quinlan and Will
White are among those who have gone on to lead
major research programs. Norm Pace and Pally Jo
Watson have been elected to the National Academy
of Seience.
The most intensive recruiting was done at Ohio
State University, whcre Phil Smith, Joe Davidson,
John Bridge, Bob Fries, Bill Bishop, Jack Freeman,
and others condncted informal seminars in spelcology for ahont 20 years. For recruiting, Ule major critcrion was that candidates be vital, enthusiastic

George

Deike, Dave DesMarais, Fred Dickey, Gary Eller,
Jack Freeman, Jack Hess, Charles llildeholt, Alan
and Carol Hill, Horton Hobbs III, Dave Jagnow, Ernst
Kastning, Jerry Lewis, Pete Lindsley, Ed Lisowski,
Bill Mann, Norm Pace, Art and Peggy Palmcr, Torn
Poulson, Jim Quinlan, Stan Sides, Nicholas Sullivan,
Red and Pat Watson, Cal Welbourn, Norbert Welch,
Steve Wells, Spike Werner, Will and Belle While,
John Wilcox, and a number of oUler old timers, many
of whom went on to distinguished careers in cavc
science.

Phil Smith has been one of Ihe most inlluential
people in natiooal seience policy during the last 30

The prohability Uml CRF-East evelllnally would
have 10 move out of MeNP to its own facilities was
in Ule minds of Board members from ule beginning.
There was a chance to make this move as early as

1965, when two farms jusl outside MCNP cmue up
for sale. To buy one of UlCm,CRF would have had to
horrow S15,OOO-a lot of money UlCn,and nobody
had the courage to saddlc CRF WiUlsnch a debl.
After Ule move 10 Maple Springs in 1991, CRF
lost an independent operations cCllIer. The MCNP
facililies are now shared with oUler groups, so CRFEast cannot dcsign an independent calendar of support for scicntists who walll to work in the Ccnlral
Kentucky karst. With the thought that CRF-East
should move outside MCNP and WiUlthe intclllion
Umt there should be a national headquarters, Ihe
CRF Board iniliatcd a building fund in 1989.
Continued p. 11...
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EXPEDITIONS
Mammoth Cave
Independence Day. July 1-10
Leaders: Scott House, Phil Bodanza
Major emphases of the week. long expedition
were cartography in the Mammoth Cave Historic
area, a general resources inventory of Running
Branch Cave, "small" cave cartography especially in
Ganter Cave, and the beginning of CRF's involve.
ment with the ongoing Hidden River Cave survey
project.
The expedition was host to four visitors from
Hungary [see August News/eller, p. 13), who took
part in several survey trips before being treated to a
show.and.tell trip along tbe old Half Day Tour.
Flint Ridge: There were only two trips into Flint
Ridge. A survey crew went to the far cnd of upper

Salts, beyond tbe collapsed Chapman Entrance, and
continued the main line snrvey throngh 1000 ft. of
mostly large passage. A geology party looked at
sedimentation patterns in Collins Avenue in Crystal
Cave. The pattern of flowstone and sediments at tbe
far end of Collins Avenue has an interesting parallel
in Kaemper Avenue. Sediments in tbe wall of tile dug
pit near tbe end of Dyer Avenue were also mapped.
Mammoth Cave and River: Five parties went to
Calypso Avenne off tbe !Iistoric Tour route. This
somewhat complicated area (tbere arc three levels of
crawl way maze) is interesting because the main
route provides an obvious and technically easy by.
pass to Bottomless Pit, throwing some doubt on tbe
well.known story of tbe dramatic first crossing of Bot.
tomless Pit. The passage is also notable for its dense
concentration of pits-Scylla, Charybdis (by avoid.
ing tbe one, you are in danger of falling into the
other), Covered Pit, and several nameless ones. A
total of 1860 ft. of survey was completed, 320 ft. of
which was new survey, including, amazingly, some
untraveled crawl way passage. The most heavily
visited areas of tbe cave are still providing a few
surprises.
Also in tbe Historic area, tbe historic signature
documentation continued with a trip to Sparks
Avenue. Althongh a few older signatures were
recorded, most writing in tbis passage is of mid 1970s
self.guidcd tour vintage.
Other mapping activity in the !Iistoric area
included a trip to Gothic Avenue to continue tbe sur.
vey beyond Lovcrs' Leap. This crew also did some
resketching in tbe Rotunda necessitated by tbe col.
lapse of a large ceiling slab last winter. Anotber party
mapped tbe tight drain ont of Lee's Cistern towards
Charlotte's Dome off the River Styx. Failing to get
down an 8 ft. climb, tbey went instead to a secondary
objective at the end of Brigg's Avenue, where they

mapped a narrow canyon ending in a dome. Tbere
was a trip to map a tight canyon off Napoleon's
Dome in Gratz Avenne; tbe passage continues, but
only for very small cavers.
There were two trips to tbe Hool1ands Avenue
maze under Rhoda's Arcade in central Mammoth.
The first crew mapped a small.scale link to tbe Silliman Avenne trunk, while the second party mapped
a meandering, slimy ceiling tube tbat wanders around
over part of Hooflands Avenue. In tbe same general
area, a Mamrnotb Cave Register crew collected signatures along El Ghor and Silliman Avenue, and
noted a variety of cultural artifacts. They also noted a
recent fall (sometime after last March) of several
hundred pounds of gypsnm crust.A resketch crew
went to Eleusinian Way (north-central Mammoth
Cave Ridge) to fill in some missing sketch, then
checked for tbree reported leads which proved to be
in a highly unstable zone where further progress will
require climbing protection.
Two parties worked on the sontil-central Mammotb Bishops Domes sheet. Crew I mapped a series
of muddy crawls off Bishops Domes and came np in
a dome which eventnally connects to Miller Avenue.
Party 2 did some clean-up survey (cross-sections and
small, unpleasant leads) along Delfry Avenue.
There was a trip to look at sediments around
Forks of the Cave at tile west end of Kentucky
Avenue. Geologist

Paul Rubin believes

tlmt a flow-

!Iidden River Cave ..... Continued froll! p.l
On tbe final day of tbe expedition a party
began checking leads in tbe D Survey. Many
were eliminated from tbe lead list, a couple
were mapped for a (very) few stations, a couple
of new ones were added, and before tile crew
could really get to work tllCYwere ronted by Ule
loud sonnds of a tbunderstorm accompanied by
sudden inputs of rushing water. They exited
quickly, but witbout problems ..
During tbe Labor Day expedition more detailed resurvey was completed as a crew slimed
tbrough Bluegrass Hall in an attempt to correct
some of the closure errors associated with that
part of Ule cave. In otber areas, radio location
stations were tied into the existing survey in
Sunset Dome and tbe D Survey; the last couple
of hundred ft. of Thomas Hall were resketched;
and, during an attempt to locate an old station at
tbe junction of Bluegrass Hall witb Schoolhouse
Maze, yet another passage was discovered Ulat
connects the maze with either Sunset Dome or
Thomas Hall. There arc still many leads in this
part of tbe cave tbat require mapping.
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stone deposit here may be of a similar age, and
fonned under similar conditions, 10 a deposit in
Kaemper Avenue.
Finally, there was a combined survey and geology trip to Kaemper Avenue. The survey crew
mapped one trunk to an end in a flowstone plug after
30+ stations, then started on the largest of several
side passages until out of time. Paul Rubin continued
collecting data on sediment stratigraphy, and is now
able to construct a preliminary stratigraphic column.
On their retum, one party member pushed P. Strange
Falls down the drain and past the previous limi~ finding a continuing hands and knees crawl. Water conditions were low, but even so tbis maneuver is excit-

ing, and to even conlemplate doing a survey here
would require a rain-free forecast.
Smaller Caves: A great deal of effort went into
the survey of smaller caves north of the Green River.
No fewer than eight mapping and inventory parties
visited Ganter Cave, the MCNP sport caving venue.
A total of 1,470 ft. was mapped, coming close to
completing the survey of Ihis relatively large and

complicated cave. Most of this activity was in high
level passages around Dinosaur Dome. Some of the
parties concentrated on the Mary Parker Cave
entrance,

which connects

to Ganter via a windy

crawl tight enough to repel the first crew sent to map
it. A second party overcame the obstacle, but only by
under dressing to the point of near hypothermia.
Unfortunately, they left a "grim infeeder" lead. One
party leader complained of false advertising regarding the dryness of the cave: "While parts of the ceiling were, in fact, dry, we spent most of our lime on
tlle floor...••
Three parties continued the survey of Wilson
Cave for a furtller 420 ft. The passages mapped were
generally constricted or exposed, and many leads
remain, most of them unpleasant. One party contin.

ued the upstremn survey in Buffalo Creek Cave for
870 ft. Water in this swimming-deep

passage

was

lower tllan nonnal. The party also did a quick invenlory of tlle copious aquatic fauna.
A good SL::'1ct was made on tJIC general resources
inventory of Running Branch Cave. Pirst, a party was

sent in to make general nOles of features of interest
in tllis mile-long cave to guide later more specialized
parties. Two trips completed a quick biological
inventory of all four levels, and another crew noted
historic graffiti. The cave is biologically rich, including a large cricket nursery area, a high diversity of
terrestrial lfoglobites. a population of lfoglobitic flmworms. and at tIle base level a community including
endangered Kentucky cave shrimp, AlIlblyopsis fish
and cave crayfish. The earliest visitor's signature

found was dated 1874. Signatures includcd familiar
Mammotll Cave arca names such as Blair, Logsdon,
Culliff, and Turner.
On the south side, one party did some work in
Smith Valley Cave, mapping 250 ft. in a wet,
gravelly crawl, leading to an ear dip. More passage
might be elllerable here in drier conditions.
Hidden River Cave: Although many individual
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Emrance of Hidden River Cavecartography by Mike Yocum
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With tile town mayor (the tavern was a key staging

post for trips to Mmnmolll Cave), and were invited to
a~d~esstile ~ily coun.cil on ~e desirability of maint.:1l1llllgthe sUe as an Interpretive park.
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Survey Crews: Salts Trunk-Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan,
Laszlo Kardos, Julia Szekercs; Crystal Cave-Paul Rubin,
Mike Nardacci. Darrin Fowler; Calypso Ave.-I)
Doug
Baker, Scott House, Tim Schafstal1; 2) Tim Schafstall.
Mike Lawrence,
Mike Carey; 3) Scott House, Darrin
Fowler, Eric Wilson; 4) Tim SchafstaIl, Alan Glennon,
Mike Carey; 5) Tim Schafstall.
Karen Wi limes, Dave
West; Sparks Ave.-Bob
Parrish, Chris Parrish, Harry
Grover; Gothic Ave.-Doug
Baker, Bob Salika. Mike Nardacci, Laszlo Kardos. Julia Szekeres; Lee's Cistern, Briggs
Ave.-Phil
Bodanza. Wieslaw Klis, Eszter Varga, Tamas
Kulas; Napoleon's Dome-Jim Borden, Derek Bristol. Darrin Fowler; Hooflands Ave.-I) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan.
Grant van Hemert; 2) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Mike
Yocum; £1 Ghor-Candice Leek, Larry Pursell, Bob Parrish, Chris Parrish; E1eusinian Way-Darrin Fowler, Mike
Carey, Nancy Korabic, Cheryl Early; Bishops DomesKevin Downs, Bill Baus, Eric Wilson; Belfry Ave.-Kevin
Downs, Lee Florea, Phil Bodanza; Forks oj the CavePaul Rubin, Mike Nardacci; Kaemper Ave.-Dob
Osburn.
Dick Market, Derek Bristol. Paul Rubin.

Ganter Cave-I) Phil Dodanza, Wieslaw Klis, Eszter
Varga; 2) Scott 1I0use, Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early; 3) Darrin Fowler, Eric Wilson. Mike Carey; 4) Phil Bodanza,
Candice Leek, Dob Salika; 5) Dave West, Karen Willmes,
Eric Wilson; 6) Phil Dodanza, Lee Florea, Mike Lawrence,
Larry Mallory; 7) Tom Brucker, Nate Collier, Doug Byers;
8) Phil Bodanza, Lea Florea, Eric Wilson; Wilson CaveI) Dave West, Mike Carey, Daryl Neff; 2) Mel Park, Russel Conner, Keith Miller; 3) Dave West, Karen Willmes,
Lee Florea, Eric Wilson; Buffalo Creek Cave-Stan
Sides,
Marty Ryan, Rick Olson, Russel Conner, Grant Van He.
mert; Running Branch-I) Bob Salika, John Korabic, Malt
Mezydlo. Mike Nardacci; 2) Mick Sulton, Sue Hagan,
Candice Leek, Phil Bodanza; 3) Candice Leek. Larry
Pursell, Bob Parrish. Harry Grover, Bob Salika; 4) Mick
Sulton, Sue Hagan. Mike Lawrence; Smith Valley-Tim
Schafstall, Karen Willmes, Eric Wilson; Hidden River
Cave-I) Mike Yocum, Dick Maxey, Daryl Neff, Keith
Miller; 2) Mike Yocum, Dill Baus. Malt Mezydlo; 3) Mick
Sulton, Mikc Yocum, Chuck DeCroix, Larry Mallory; 4)
Dave West. Karen Willmes, Sue Hagan; Bells TavernPhil DiBlasi, Jan Ilembergcr, Ed Lisowski.

Summer. Aug 12-15
Leaders: Mick Sulton, Sue Hagan
A tolJlJ of 27 JVs attended the expedition, low
compared to average expedition attendance but high
for the August expedition. The following projects
were worked on:
Survey

Cartography
of
survey crew
line of upstream Logsdon River,
trunk survey. The high-resolution
more than 2 1/2 miles upstream
ley entranee.
&

Logsdon River-A

Rhoda's

Mammoth
Cave:
continued the main
putting in 1400 ft. of
survey now extends
from the Doyel Val-

Arcade-This
area of the Blue Spring
Branch map is getting attelllion since recent loop
closures have enabled a lot of survey backlog to be
drawn up. Two crews went out here; one party did
resketch in the Rhoda's Arcade lower level, while tile

other started the survey of the last large loop in the
sub-Rhoda (1l000ands
Avenue) maze. This crew
mapped 600 ft. of narrow canyon, ending in a complex area where survey connections to other passages
are not yet entirely clear. There is an interesting 40
ft. pit partway along, which looked as if it had been
descended-however,
there is no record or survey of
tilis.

Mystic River-A

lot of survey in downstream Mystic
River was awaiting resolution of a closure problem.
'Ille worst misclosure was vertical, Witll Mystic River
apparently running uphill over one section. A party
went in to reshoot tile suspect section of the downstream trunk snrvey. They also filled in clinometer
readings on an older survey in Emily's Puzzle and
finished up with some real survey-filling
in a loop
in Mystic Tributary. Their data fixed the problemthe vertical misclosure between Emily's Ave. and
Burley's Way via Mystic River is now essentially
zero, and horizontal closures are acceptable. There
were significant errors in the original snrvey on some
long, relatively high angle shots. These appear to
have been common clinometer errors, namely reading the wrong side of tile line, so that +12 is read as
+8, etc. The error was repeated on the backsights,
making it particularly difficult to detect in tile field.

Proctor Cave-Pat

Kambesis continued the historic
Proctor survey by mapping the infamous Proctor
Crawl for a total of 1080 fl. The survey ends in a
complex canyon maze just beyond the end of the
crawl.
Inventor,}'
of smaller
caves:
There were two
trips to continue the general resources inventory of
Running Branch Cave, where the NPS has requested
that a preliminary invelllory be completed in tile near
future. Phil DiBlasi and Jan Hemberger did an archeological assessmelll of tile upper levels, finding little
of cultural interest. There is no aboriginal material
present, and Phil noles tilat the cave was probably
not opened until the late 1860s or early 1870s.
A geological assessment was done of tilC upper
levels and most of level three. Bob Osbum concentrated on passage fonn and probable speleogenesis;
secondary mineralization,
(profuse in some areas)
was also noted, and a crude (order of magnitude)
flow-rate obtained on tilC stream.
Logsdon
River Burrow
Cheri:
CRF supported tile independent study of the P. Strange Falls
burrow chert by assigning escorts with vertical experience to assist geologists
Tammy
Eifert and
Michelle Warren on botll days. The objective was to
test the possibility of mapping the main area of chert
by a photomosaic technique. Test shots on Saturday
were successful, and the project continued on Sunday, photographing
overlapping
one square foot
areas; this will be a relatively long tenn project.
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Historic Signatures: There were two signature
trips, to Silliman Avenue and to Morrison Avenue.
Signature collection in the Echo River area was
complicated by the (not surprizing) presence of mud.
An interesting lind was "0. Strona 1835" near the
river. Larry Pursell notes that "the data in the cave
does not support the commonly accepted time line
for discovery and development within MammoUI
Cave."
Long-term
ecomonitoring:
There was a short
trip in support of the Poulsonl NPS long-term
entrance monitoring program. A detailed survey was
done of the first 200 ft. of the Frozen Niagara
Entrance, as far as Rainbow Dome.
Thanks to everyone but especially to: Phil DiBlasi, Jan
Hemberger and Bob Parrish for exceptional assistance in
the kitchen; Bob Osburn for agreeing to a high-priority Sunday trip in addition to a long Saturday River trip; Harry
Grover for minding camp while both expedition leaders
were caving; Derek Bristol and Richard Zopf for providing
escort service for the geology crew,
Survey Crews: l.ogsdon River-Dob Osburn, Sue Hagan,
Derek Bristol, Chris Beck; Rhoda's Arcade-Mike
Yocum.
Sheila Sands, Doug Alderman; Hooflands Ave.-Seamus
Decker, Laura Decker. Jim Sherrell; Myslic River-Dick
Maxcy, Kevin Downs, Cheryl Early, Malt Mezydlo; Proclor-Pat
Kambesis. Don Coons, Russell Connor; Running
Branch archeology-Phil
DiBlasi, Jan Hemberger, Harry
Grover; Running Branch geology-Bob
Osburn, Mick Sutton; P.Slrange cherI-i)
Tammy Eifert, Michelle Warren.
Richard Zopf; 2) Tammy Eifert. Michelle Warren. Derek
Bristol; Silliman Ave .-Larry Pursell. Dob Parrish, Charlie
Pursell; Morrison
Ave.-Larry
Pursell. Harry Grover;
Frozen Niagara-Mick
Sutton. Richard Zopf.

tional JVs stayed on the surface and worked on UlC
water system.

On Sunday the 24th most cavers began Ule hike
out of the canyon. Two groups, however, went caving.
Peter Bosted led a team to continue the May's Cave
survey. Joel Despain led a group to a newly discovered pit north of Lilbum and Cedar Cave that did not
go.
Mjneral Kjn~: September 3-5
Leader, Glen Malliet
The whole Chief Basin party met on Saturday
moming with members of the Panorama Basin party
at the trailhead in Mineral King. After a brief discussion, we hiked the 4 1/4 mile trail up to White Chief
which gains about 2400 ft. of elevation and ends up
at about 10,000 ft. at Cirque Cave. The altitude did
not seem to be too much of a problem for anyone (as
it had been on past trips) and everyone expressed
delight at have arrived feeling relatively good.
After setting up camp (including hanging our
food in "bear pinata" and hanging packs and other
sweaty items in bushes out of the reach of mannOls),
Ule party visited Cirque Cave to check compass readings from the previous trip and perform basic inventory observations. A passage connecting House Cave

(small rooms above Cirque Cave used historically as
dwellings) to Cirque was surveyed. The next day over
300 ft. of survey was made in Cirque, and the 1I0use
Cave survey was completed for about 200 ft. tOL11.
One additional trip should complete Ule Cirque Cave
survey. Hopefully, the October trip will not be
stopped by winter weather, as the dry conditions in

California
Redwood Canyon: July 21-24
Leader, Joel Despain
Twenty cavers, including six new JVs. assem-

bled at the Redwood Canyon field cabin on the moming of July 23 for a weekend of caving. The group's

Two teams surveyed 875 ft. and set mDre than
100 stations in mazey, high-level passages on 12
and 13 hour trips. The few leads remaining in the
area are generally tight.
major focus were leads left after a climb by Bill Farr
in the Attic-Attic area of Lilburn Cave on Memorial
Day weekend. Two teams led by Bill Farr and Peter
Bosted surveyed 875ft. and set more Ulan 100 stations in mazey, high-level passages on 12 and 13
hour trips. The few leads remaining in Ule area arc
generally tight. Other groups surveyed ncar the East
Stream and Pandora's Passage for a total of 200 ft.of
new survey in 21 stations. A linal group continued the
cleanup project and worked in Ule Jefferson Memo.
rial area removing mud from years gone by. Addi-

the cave made UlC work less bone chilling than is
usual.
Most people left on Monday but Charlie, Glen
and Joel Despain (from the Panorama Basin party)
visited Ule sinkholes of Eagle Creek. The largest sink
takes all drainage from Eagle Lake, which was min-

imal at the time due to the low rainfall of the year
and the late season. The group dug for about two
hours but failed to penetrate Ule sediment and boul.
der choke in the bOllom of Ule 30 ft. by 40 ft. sink.
The sink has major potential for big cave leading to
Tufa Falls, a major resurgence about 1/2 mile distant
and several hundred feet lower. A concerted effort
would be necessary to seriously attempt opening Ulis
sink. Several oUler less fresh sinks in the vicinity
were nOled.

While in UlCsinkhole Charlie was nearly hit in
the head by a "killer" grouse which then dove into
the rock pile never to be seen again. We later deter-

mined it had been pursued in Ilight by a hawk and
had headed to Ule sink to evade deaUl.
IJarticipants:
Charlie Festerson, Cindy
Malliet, Roger Mortimerk. John Tinsley.

Heazlit.

Glen
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Mineral Kjn2: September 20-22
Leader, Joel Despain
A small group was organized to survey in the
Panorama Bowl area of Mineral King during the
week following the 1994 Western Regional Convention held in Sequoia Park. Four cavers and two noncaving friends hiked into the 10,000 ft. high karst valley on the morning of the 20th. After assembling
camp, the cavers descendcd into Sink Cave to finish
mapping an area of rooms and large passages found
on the Labor Day expedition. After a dozen stations,
a previously unnoticed lead was pushed. Immediately
the lead opened into large dry walking passage trending in a down-karst direction toward Panorama Cave.
The excited cavers set another 25 stations mostIy in
large passages before calling it a night. While exiting
the cave the group pushed a sizable upward-trending
passage

to a new cnlrancc in the wall of a large

sinkhole.

New Mexico
Fort Stanton Cave. September 10-11
Leader, Fritzi Hardy
Five cavers continued the precision interlocked

survey of the main passages of Fort Stanton Cave,
working for 16 hours on the first day and returning
with assistants to pull the equipment on the second
day. The crew also previewed the next survey point,
in Crystal Crawl, and collected invertebrates for an
ongoing study.
Vandalism is still occnrring in the cave. A photo
control point was gone, and at the site were broken
glass, food scraps and cigarette ash, all fresh. Also
found was a human fecal mound in a stream bed in
Conrad's Branch.
I)artlclpants: John Abernathy, Gratin Coffin. John Corcoran, Walter Feaster, Fritzi Hardy, Jim Hardy, Rachel
Hardy, Todd Luccsne, Jim Painter.

The following morning was set aside for surface

work along Franklin Creek. By early afternoon the
group had reentered the cave and divided into two
survey parties. The first team surveyed the new
entrance passage, while the second mapped side
leads. After two hours the group reassembled and
proceeded downstream to continue the previous
night's effort. Beyond the last survey station a large
collapse of granite boulders and sediments nearly
plugged the passage. Fortunately, a crawlway through
a horizontal notch in the marble led to more large

A short, wet squeeze brought the cavers into the
back known areas of Panorama Cave. The two
proceeded out the Panorama Entrance to complete the first through trip in the systenL
passage and the cave stream. Another ten stations
brought the cavers to an interesting decorated side
passage and a waterfall that was reminiscent of Bill
Farr's description of the back of Panorama Cave from
the Labor Day expedition. Kyle Fedderly and Joel
Despain continued the survey down the falls to a
beautiful tall room with walls of black marble and
white flowstone. As expected, a short, wet squeeze
brought the cavers into the back known areas of
Panorama Cave. The two proceeded out the
Panorama Entrance to complete the first through trip
in the system.
The final day's efforts focuscd on tIle Panorama
section of the cave and a connection of the surveys
between Panorama and Sink. During tIle three-day
period the four cavers set 110 stations surveying more
than 1,600 ft. of passage. The Panorama/Sink system
currentIy totals 3,000 ft. in length Willl many leads
remaining.
Participants:
Steve Bumgartner,
Fritzke, Kyle Fedderly.

Joel

Despain,

Mark

Missouri
July through September
Mick Sulton and Steve Irvine
Missouri field work in this quarter concentrated
on the long-teon survey of Powder Mill Crcck Cave,
specifically the Hell Hole Series, a complicated area
tImt has absorbed most of the effort in this major
cave over the past several years. One party mapped
300 ft. in a confusing three-level canyon maze, while
a return party mapped anotIler 300 fl. in a low level
canyon maze near the Ghost Room. The trip was
shortened when one participant bruised a rib. During
an Augnst trip, two parties worked on leads in lIell
1I01e. One group continued and completed tIle lowlevel maze from the previons trip, mapping another
300 fl., then mapped 200 fl. to extend the Grand
Gallery past a partial dripstone choke. The second
party mapped small leads in the Ghost Room area.
This trip finished off all but tIuee leads in tIle Hell
1I0ie Series; however, the remaining leads are all
fairly large.
There were two trips for the Mark Twain
National Forest mapping and bioinven!ory prnjecl.
The survey of tIle Bliss Camp system on the Eleven
Point River continued, with tIle party knocking off a
collection of small, wet and muddy leads, and leaving just two larger leads at the upstream end of tIle
cave. Cane Bluff Caves on the upper Eleven Point
were visited, after some confusion over an inaccurate
reported location. The two small caves, one dry, one
wet, were mapped, inventoried and relocated.

A party spent a day mapping what they have
called the Rifle Holes, a quarter mile upsueam from
AlIens Branch Cave on tIle Jacks Fork River. Each of
the two caves was slightly over 100 ft. long. The first,
Allen Dream Cave, had a single entrancc. The otIler,
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Faux Deer Leg Cave [I], had three entrances (the
name derives from one caver reporting a deer leg in
the cave, which turned out on closer examination to
be a piece of wood). Steve Irvine took over the role
of cartographer on this trip.
Survey Crews: Powder Mill Cave-I) Doug Baker, George
Bilbrey; 2) Doug Baker, George Bilbrey. Steve Irvine; 3)
Doug Baker, George Bilbrey. Tom Brucker; 4) Lillian NoveIa, Terry Whaling, A.N. Other; Bliss Camp Cave-Suc
Hagan, Mick Sutton; Cane Bluff Caves-Sue
Ilagan. Mick
Sutton; Rifle Holes-Doug
Baker. George Bilbrey, Shawn
Irvine, Steve Irvine.

Hamilton

Valley;

a

Historic

Perspective

... Continued frolll p. 5
In 1991, Kay and Stan Sides purchased a farm
adjacent to MCNP. This inspired Roger McClure to
look into the possibility of purchasing the next farm
over, 196 acres of Hamilton Valley. The CRF Board
determined that Ulis could serve as a national headquarters as well as CRF-East's operations center, so
approved the purchase.
Hamilton Valley cost a total of $90,069 of which
$30,000 came from the CRF Endowment Fund,
$10,000 from the Bill Mann Fund, and $50,069 from
contributions to the building fund from the following:
Richard Van Arsdale, Dill and Sarah Bishop,
John Bridge, Maggie and Tom Drucker. Phil Dj.
Blasi. Kevin Downs, Dennis and Mary Drum,
Jeffrey Farr, Glatfetter. Jim Goodbar, Harry
Grover.
Sue
Hagan,
Mike
Harrod,
Jan
Hemberger, Joyce Hoffmaster, John Kritzburg,
Karen and Pete Lindsley, Janet Levy, Roger
McClure, Eric Morgan, Daryl Neff, Norm Pace,
Mel Park, Rick Olson, Dob Osburn, Bob Salika,
Jack Stellmack, Mick Sutton, Richard Venters,
Pat and Red Watson, Lajuana Wilcher, Rick
Williams, Bill Ziegler, Richard Zopf.

Cave

Research

Foundation

Toda)':

To survive as a research organization, CRF must
re-assert its founding goals to become the
primary funding broker for cave science ...
opened up a whole new world of cave archaeology,
initiated detailed in-cave mineralogy and geology,
and greatly advanced cave ecology. This work
founded the professional careers of many CRF JVs.
And CRF project caving became a model for other
groups of cavers in North America and Ulfoughout
Europe. The Hamilton Valley Project is a move to
cOUlinue this innovative tradilion.

The

Hamilton

Valley

Project:

Today,

other

organizations arc taking lhe scientific initiative away

from CRF. This crisis in CRr science support has
been building for 20 years as both CRr-East and
CRr- West concentrated more on cartography and

Hamilton Valley now belongs to CRF, clear and
free. Everyone who sees it falls in love with it-it's
Utatinspiring.
The

Pally Jo Watson and Ken Carstens used CRF
facilities for many years for their archaeological work
in Kentucky and Tennessee, and Carol Hill used
Guadalupe facilities for her geological work in the
Southwest. Biologists working with Tom Poulson and
Kathy LaVoie, and geologists working with Art and
Peggy Palmer also used CRF facilities. Integrated
programs of JV scientists and cartographers work in
Lilburn, Lava Beds, Arkansas, Missouri, and China.
When CRr was founded in 1957, very little cave
research was being done in the United States. But a
golden age of speleological discovery was opening,
an era during which CRF was at the forefront. CRF
pioneered studies in the hydrology and speleogenesis
of caves, put together the MammoUl Cave System
and showed its relation to Pleistocene ice ages,

CRF

grew from the original 30 or so JVs to around 500 JVs
today. Of these, about 300 are primarily associated
with CRF-East and 200 with the other areas. There
are numerous independent programs. All have a basic

cartography program to which most JVs contribute.
Support for cave sciences other than cartography
has varied over the years. A major goal of supporting
distinguished scientists in the field was reached in
1971-1972 when Franz-Dieter Miotke spent seven
months on Flint Ridge working on his Habilitationschrift with his assistant Hans Papenberg. This
resulted in a major book published in Gennan, and he
published a book on U,is work in English with CRF
geologist Art Palmer.

less on recruiting scientists. The critical juncture
came when CRF lost its operations base on Flint
Ridge. To survive as a research organization, CRF
must re-assert its founding goals to become the
primary funding broker for all cave sciences-the
central exchange
and coordination
center for

speleological research in the United States.
The CRr program of giving grants of up to
$5,000 to individual student scicntists has been very
successful, but it is not enough. To advance, CRF
must find ways to support major cave science. One
step in U,is direction is the establishment of a field
research station and national headquarters in Hamil-

ton Valley.
Architect Rod Hcnmi has designed a main building that contains toilets and showers, a kitchen, a
dining hall Olat can also be used as a conference
hall, two laboratory rooms, and a wrap-around porch

(large enough for summer dining) looking out over a
beautiful kmst valley. Two 20-person dormitories arc
planned, with room for a Ulird. These arc excellent
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facilities for JVs working on cartography programs
and assisting cave scientists, fulfilling the basic
premise of CRF mat scientists need me assistance of
explorer-surveyors to provide maps basic to all cave
science, and of caver assistants to help mem get
about and do meir work in caves.
The plan is conceived in two phases. The first
phase is already completed in part. CRF owns me
property and is me custodian of a watershed overlying major passages of me world's longest cave. A
deep well has been drilled, a road has been built, me
buildings arc designed, and electricity is available.
CRF is now soliciting contributions for construction.
The timetable is this: as soon as we raise enough

money, we will build. The main buildiug will be constructed first, providing temporary housing for JVs on
expeditions, work and study areas for scientists, and
me establishment of the national headquarters. The
dorms will follow. In sum:
Cost of Hamilton Valley Project:
Money contributed so far:
Paid for land, well, road, plans
Cost of main building:
Cash on hand:
Needed to construct main bldg:
Cost of dormitories:
Needed to construct donns:
Iota] need to finish projcct:

$500,000
$250,000
$125,000
$250,000
$125,000
$125,000
$125,000
$125,000
$2,0000

Once me Hamilton Valley Centcr is finished, it
should be occupied at least evcry weekend of the
year-as an operations base for expeditions and field
scientists, by discussion groups, by JVs and
scientists needing a retreat to draw maps or to think
or to write a paper, and by J Vs mainL1ining the
property. Once Ule dormitories arc completcd,. CRr
could rent the facilities to Western Kentucky
University for its summer karst program, to me
American

Cave Conservation

Association

for its

projected karst camps for students, and to
organizations such as Ule Karst Waters Institute and
me NSS for conferences and meetings.
Phase two is Ule construction of laboratories and
housing for a full-time research dircctor and for visiting scientists. Phase two will cost at least a million
dollars. This money will come in part from major
foundations. CRr can go to mese foundations only
after we have demonstrated our commitment and
seriousness by completing phase one of me project
ourselves. CRr also must be able to apply for grants
from major foundations if we arc to support basic
research. Government funding of basic research is
diminishing. Twenty years from now, only CRF may
be able to support major speleological projects.
The Hamilton Valley Project UlUSrepresents a
major, long-tenn commiUnent to me study of karst

regions allover me world. Our national headquarters
will make CRr an important member of a major
cave community

that includes

the American Cave

Conservation Association, Karst Waters Institute,
Kentucky Down Under, MCNP, Central Kentucky
Karst Coalition, and Western Kentucky University.
At present, only CRF in me American speleological
community is planning a major field research station.
Wim the support of a dedicated group of JVs who
love cave science, CRr has a bright future on me
forefront of speleology. The Hamilton Valley Project
is more Ulan land and buildings. It is a plan in which
JV cartographers and scientists can cooperate wim
me larger scientific community to further CRr's
founding goal-to he at UlCleading edge of world
speleology.

Long Cave Gate-a

Concrete Proposal

Richard Zopf
As Rick Olson [Mammom Cave National Park
ecologist] and I rolled across Ule country earlier U,is
summer heading towards a cave research rendezvous

in me IJIack Hills, we had plenty of time to talk cave
problems. Rick reported that Mammoth Cave
National Park had installed a new, bat friendly gate
on Long Cave, winter home to a dwindling population of endangered Indiana bats. However, there
would be little advantage to UlCbats until Ule massive concrete wall surrounding the old gate was
removed, and at the rate the bureaucratic wheels
were turning, Ulere would be no benefit to Ule bats
this year.
I had recenUy helped remove a lot of concrete on
our Hamilton Valley property, so I suggested U13tI
might be able to move a lillie more. At the Mammoth Cave August expedition I looked at the
entrance in ordcr to contract with MCNP to do me
work. The sight of several lons of concrete in a two

foot Ulick wall still didn't bring mc to my senses. To
make a long, hard story short, I succeedcd, but only
with help from my friends. Joyce Hoffmaster and
Dave Hanson went out of their way to help me find
me right tools. Phil Dilliasi and Jan Hemberger provided labor, equipment, and good humor. Rick Olson
and Joe Mciman turned energy pent up by office
work into a force more powerful than explosives

(which we couldn't use).
I should also U13nkStall and Kay Sides, who appreciated my challenge and let me use their cabin,
and John Fry, who was my pleasant

liaison with

MCNP (John will also work with CRF on its small
cave inventory contract). I Lhink we all sel an exam-

ple of cooperation to get a hard job done.

November
Carlsbad
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Lunch Room Serves Pork

Attempts by the National Park Service to remove
Carlsbad Cavern's
underground
lunchroom at the

same time as they negotiate a new concessionaire
contract has run into a large political roadhlock. In
June, New Mexico Representative
Joe Skeen (R)
and Senator Pete Dominici
(R) pushed through
amendments to a funding bill that prohibit the NPS
from removing Ule lunchroom and gift shop.

comments rather Ulan by petitions presented to an illinformed public, as was done by opponellls of the
removal. Unsolicited comments show a strong antipathy to the unnatural modification and commercialization of tile cave. The story is not necessarily over, as
the NPS remains firm in its judgement that the lunchroom should go, and outside groups such as the National Parks and Conservation Association continue
to fight for its removal.

This micro-management
of NPS affairs ignores
the recommendations
of an independent commiucc
that the New Mexico
congressional
delegation
insisted upon. The review committee supported the
NPS finding U,at the lunchroom has a negative effect
on the cave, and Umt it fails to meet the standard of
necessity under the National Environmental
Policy
Act.
Carls had Cavern Management
Assistant Bob
Crisman poillls out that "opposition to removal of Ule
underground concession was initiated and cultivated
by those who believe Uley stand to gain financially if
the concession continues." In fact, profits would noL
disappear if Uw lunchroom were removed; Uley would
simply be transferred to the above-ground lunchroom,
a onc minute elevator ride away. However, Crisman
also points out that the compensation received by tllC
present concessionaire
from the NPS in the event
that the new contract is awarded elsewhere will be
thousands of dollars greater if Ule lunchroom remains.
Crisman believes that visitor preferences can
best be judged by spmllaneous and unsolicited visitor

Project. C.A.V.E.S.-An
Arkansas
Experiment in Education
Jeff Middleton
A I5-year old boy is lost and presumed injurcd in
Toni Barnes Cave in Newton County, Arkansas. A
search and rescue group of around 35 teenagers and
adults quickly locate the victim, assess his injuries,
package him, and remove him from Ule cave quickly
and efficiently. Sounds like a scrious busincss, and it
is, but in this casc it is a mock search and rcscue.
This is but one facet of an intensive Ihree-week caving program. In its cighUl year, Project C.A.V.E.S.
(Creative
Adventures
and Valuable Experiences
through Spelunking) has immcrsed 35 specially chosen Arkansas teenagers in all aspccts of caving and
speleoIogy.
Free to those who arc selected,
C.A.V.E.S. is funded by a grant from the Arkansas
DeparUnent of Education.
This year's Very Special Resource Person was
CRF JV Debbie Buecher, of Tucson Arizona, who
spent five days doing what she does extremely
well-sharing
her cave wisdom with eager cavers-to-
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be. Dehhie spoke of her work in Lechuguilla and
other caves, showed slides, conducted a biological
survey of Whippoorwill
Cave (WiUI lots of assistance) and shared her two fricnds Dude and Snoopy,
a Mexican frcc-tailed bat and a big brown bal. Past
Very Special Resource Persons have heen CRF JVs
Roger Brucker, Stan Sides, and Richard Zopf.
Project C.A.V.E.S. includes lecLures on all areas
of speleology, trips to commercial and wild caves,
cave mapping, an all-day clean up of the fabulous
Diamond Cave, karst surface tours, and the aforementioned mock rescue. The group also participated
in a cultural survey of Ihe entrance room in Fitton
Cave undcr the auspices of NPS ranger Chuck
Bitting.
Dircctor Jeff Middleton is joined by instructors
Bruce Raney, Judy Davis, David Dunlap, Carol
Spradley, and Leisa Whecler. All arc arca cducators
and cavers. Project C.A.V.E.S. is making a difference.
Over 300 young people have taken pan in Ule program in ils eight years, They leave with a deep
commitmcnt and understanding of caves, and a desire to educatc othcrs. May we strive to do the samc.
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Speleological

Research:

Another

Kind of Caving

Rick Olson
Rick Olson is a long.time JV and is currently Ecologisl at
Mammoth
Cave National
Park. The following
was
on"ginal/y prepared/or the author's presentation at the 41st
Indiana Cave Capers.

The nnderground world is beautiful, interesting,
and challenging. As we explore caves, we also leam
about ourselves and our capabilities. Generally,
cavers ask for and receive little respect, yet we possess many impressive attributes. In this article I will
argue that cavers have the potential to be excellent
researchers. If this at first seems a bit of a S1Ietch,it
may be that we feel a little self-conscious about
grovelling in the gravel, and that the conduct of
research is reserved for higher life forms.
Caving is an investigalion of the unknown. All
speleological investigation is a series of questions
which begin with "What's this?" and "How did it get
hereT' All subsequent qnestions begin with Ihese
basic expressions of curiosity.
Cavers arc very cnrions people. They are persistent and ingenions in their pursnit of nncharted
passage. Casting first light into a cave passage and

Libraries and caves have much in common; they
both have dark narrow corridors, their own
special smell, and huge amounts of information
are stored within their walls.
carefully documenting that find is the first step in
speleological research. The cartographic snrvey and
the inventory data define cave resources willlin the
karst landscape. This basic information is crncial
because we cannot protect or wisely manage a
resource of which we are unaware.

/laving discovered such world-class resources,
we bear some responsibility for their protection. Our

organizations, such as the NSS, CRF, American
Cave Conservation Association, and the Karst Waters Institute, all cite conservation of caves and karst
as one of their primary goals. In order to protect these
nalural and cultural treasnres, we need intimate
knowledge of everything from the regional hydrogeology to the smallest cave creatnres. This infonnation
is erncial because we cannot be responsible stewards
of a resource that we do not understand.
And who should cast the first light of understanding upon mysteries nnderground? Wbo cares about
these resources and is equipped to work in this environment? In other words, who will do this research?
Cavers are highly adapted for this work. After all,
researchers are simply curious people who arc usnally just equipped with a hard head instead of a hard
hat-they are energetic and relentless detectives in

the pursuit of new leads which might crack the case
Lhcy are working on. Often the equipment needed to

answer a question must be designed and built with
limited funds, so creativity and resourcefulness is of

great value. Are cavers curious, energetic, relenlless,
creative, and resourceful? I think we know the
answer.
Working on a research project provides anOlher
avenue for exploring caves and karst. Each step toward solving a cave mystery is very similar to finding
a beautiful seclion of cave. Pursuing leads in a
library can be every bil as absorbing as pushing leads
underground. In facI, libraries and caves have mneh
in common; they both have dark narrow corridors,
1Ileirown special smell, and huge amounts of information are stored within their walls.
What is required in order to investigate a speleological question? Aside from a consuming interest in
the subject, the answer boils down to interaction with
other investigators, and with land managers. Speleology is similar to Oceanography in lImt il is focused
npon a particnlar type of environment, but embraces
many scienlific fields. This is good news and bad
news; good because almost any scientific discipline
is relevant, and bad because a gi ven projecl may

involve multiple fields. That's okay though, since
gronps of researchers with different skills can work
together, much like llle members of a survey and
exploration party. Tile key 10 success is 10 assemble

enough information 10 attract the interest of a
researcheryou wouldlike 10 have as part of the team.
This is challenging since you must gather infonnation
in an area that you may not be familiar with, and

Some questions in search of a
researcher
Where arc groundwater basin boundaries in karst
areas located?

What are lIle geomorphic relationships between
the land surface and caves?
What is the origin of chert?
/low does Fiuigan's Forest fonn?
How does massive dolomite fonn?
How do hydromagnesite balloons develop?
What drives regressive evolution?
/low do llatwonns and amphipods survive drying
in ephemeral pools?
Where do cave beetles lay their eggs?
For Mammoth Cave in particular. what arc the

seasonal pallems of airllow?
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most researchers arc already heavily involved in projects. On the bright side, searching for infonnation in
unfamiliar territory is always interesting, as arc the
friendships formed by working together.
Land managers at NPS or otllCr sites have specific requiremenls for pcnnilting research. The intent

is to insure high-quality work with minimal impact to
resources. For this reason, a detailed research plan is
needed well in advance of tllC intended starting date
to allow for adequate review. All proposals must be
accompanied by resumes for tllC principal and coinvestigators, but the most critical infonnation is provided by a well-written proposal.
A successful proposal is persuasive writing. Maximize clarity, minimize fog, and you will enjoy tlle
greatest success. Have coworkers and individuals
unfamiliar with the subject review it. You must
clearly

introduce

the subject.

summarize

previous

work, explain the question(s) being addressed and
the significance of the information sought. MetllOds,

The Underground
The December, 1993 issue of Cave Scieace, a
publication of the British Cave Research Association, includes three articles on findings in China, as
reported by a 1992 British/Chinese expedition that
visited the Xingwen karst in southern Sichuan
Province (this is about 200 km northwest of CRF's
Pingba study area in central Guizhou Province). The

area forms the northern edge of the Guizhou limestone highlands, and houses some very large caves.
Mapping the caves was of considerable interest
to the local govemment, as they attempt to nurture a
developing tourist industry while wrestling with
"spectacular pollution" resulting from the local sulfur
industry. The latter owes its existence to extensive
pyrite deposits. The surface karst is as spectacular as
the underground, featuring pinnacles, cone karst, and
enormous dolines, including one cliff-lined sink 600
m by 400 m, and 100m deep. This is the third largest
doline known (in area and volume), and the authors
rank it as one of "the two most magnificent and spec.

taeular dolines in tlle world; ... tlle ultimate examples
of their landfonn type."
Cave development is largely controlled by local
dips, with many caves having developed along a
single prominent bedding plane parting. Initiation of
cave fonnation was probably dominated by sulfuric
acid corrosion from the pyrite beds, which are
separated from the limestone only by leaky
mudstones. A separate article discusses the sulfuric
acid-influenced

solutionaI chemistry in morc detail.

Most of the present day sulfate input is created by
the pyrite mining industry, which leads not only to

site descriptions, sample collection protocols,
expected products such as puhlications, and a timeline should each be included. There arc additional
reporting requirements for funded research, and as
might be expected, the greater detail is required in
the proposal. Proposals for funded projects may also
be competitive.
Speleological research is done primarily by amateurs whose work is personally fundcd. Far more
important than degrees or grants is an ability to
absorb information and to think clearly about it. College courses certainly provide useful background in
specific areas, and the value of education should not
be minimized, but these courses do not necessarily
create critical thinkers. A desire to
rather than

=

just look, and lO increase our appreciation of caves
and karst through understanding natural and cultural
history is what rcally drives this research.

Reader
highly acidic waters, but also to "acidic mist.' and
low oxygen concentrations ... this cocktail of effects
produces a potentially letllal form of bad air in some
of the caves."

The third paper deals Witll the paleomagnetic
record embodied in speleothems, correlated to Useries dating. This is the first such data to be

ob~1inedfrom China.
Cave Science can be obtained from tllC British Cave
Research Association. For infonnation on back issues

and U.S. subscription rates write to: BCRA General
Administrator, 20 Woodland Avenue, Westonzoyland, Bridgewater, TA7 OLQ, Great Britain.

011 Statioll: a complete handbook for
surveying and mapping caves by George R.
Dasher; National Speleological Society, 1994; 242
pp; hardback ..
This generously illustrated compendium includes
sections on data collection,

data management,

and

drafting. An appendix lists a wide variety of map
symbols
We hope to carry a review of tllis publication in
the next CRF News/eller. It will be available from
Cave Books for approximately $20, including p&p:
write to Cave Books, 5222 Eastland Drive, New
Carlisle, OH 45344.

CALENDAR
MAMMOTH

CAVE

MISSOURI

Thanksgiving,
Nov. 23.27. Jan Hemberger & Phil
DiBlasi, 502-637-2030 (II); 502-852-6724 (PD, W)
New Year, Dec. 30.J30 2, 1995. Dave West & Karen
Willmes, 301-460-4299 (DW) or 301-366-5038 (KW). [Nole
change or date]
February
17.20. Dick Maxey & Cheryl Early, 614-261-

Most trips scheduled this winter will be based from Van
Duren in the Ozark National Scenic Riverways. Survey and
bio-inventory
trips take place at frequent intervals, and
scheduling is usually flexible enough to accommodate all JVs
wbo wisb to sample some Ozark caving. Please call Scott
House (314-282-3246), or Miek Sutton (314-546-2864).

rn76.
March

17-19. Joyce 1I0ffmaster,

513-890-3679.

First and last dates are arrival and departure dates. Please
notify the expedition leader two weeks in advance. Some of
the one-day expeditions may be extended to a second day at
the discretion of the expedition leader.

Lilburn, Nov. 11-13. Stan Ulfeldt, 510-820-2063.
Lava Beds, Nov. 24-27. Bill Devereaux. 503-363-3831.
Annual Meeting, Fresno, Jan. 28, 1995. Mike Spiess,
209-434-3321 (field schedule, project review, and planning).

CA VE RESEARCH
FOUNDATION
P.O.80X 443
YELLOW SPRINGS, OH 45387

Thanksgiving,
Pre-Christmas,

Nov. 24-27. Carlsbad Caverns NP.
Dec. 17.18. Carlsbad Caverns NP.

Note: The October Dry Cave expedition
incorrectly in previous announcements.

CALIFORNIA

To ensure a spot on an expedition.
IVs must call
expedition leader. who will have current information
projects and conditions, in advance.

GUADALUI'ES

the
on

To sign up for an expedition, notify the Personnel Officer
Dryan Holcomb, 919 Silver Ave. SW, Albuquerque,
NM
87102; 505-842-5156, at least one week in advance. For Dry
Cave Expeditions,
write to Pat Helton, 3517 77th Drive,
Lubbock, TX 79423.
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